
SURVEY IES FELIPE DE BORBÓN, CEUTÍ, SPAIN 
 

This survey was conducted at the IES FELIPE DE BORBÓN in Ceutí for teachers and 

students with a total of 172 answers. 

 

 
 
What is your gender? 

Female  50,6% 
Male  49;4% 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Your state in school 

Teacher   11% 
Student  89% 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
If you are a student, mark the level you 
are at. If you are a teacher, where you 
have the highest number of groups of 
the same level. If you are a teacher-
tutor the level of your tutoring. 

11-12 years 11%  
12-13 years 44,25% 
14-15 years 18,6% 
15-16 years 13,4%  
16-17 years 1,15% 
17-18 years 11,6% 
 
 
         
 
 
 
 
How comfortable am I at the school?  
 
(1 = I don't like anything at all and 5 = I love 
it) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
How many friends do you have at the 
school or in your class? 
 
I don´t have friends 01,2% 
I only have partners 04,7% 
I have only one friend 0,6% 
I have 2 ó 3 friends 11,6% 
I have more than 4 friends 82% 
 
 
 
 

 
 
ABOUT BULLYING… 

 
Here are some questions about peer harassment. To better answer these questions, let's first explain 
what peer harassment is. If a student.....  
* Mocks or uses humiliating and offensive names towards another 
* Ignores or excludes it from groups of friends 
* Hit, kick, push or lock in a closed place 
* Tells lies about the other, spreads unfounded rumors, sends offensive articles and tries hard because 
other students don't like it.  
 
And if THIS HAPPENS REPEATLY, this is called bullying. It is difficult to defend against a student who 
is bullied / harassed by peers. But when do we call bullying and harassment? The student who 
intimidates another does it to humiliate the other ONE AND AGAIN. That is why we DO NOT call 
bullying or bullying between peers when the situation is friendly and playful between the two or if the 
discussion or fight is between two students with the same strength or power. Now answer the following 
questions. 
 
 
 

1. How often have you faced situations of 
harassment in the center in recent months? 
(check one option) 
 
I have never been bullied at my school in recent 
months.     69,2% 
1-2 I have felt intimidated in my school in recent 
months     06,4% 
3-4 times I have felt bullied in my school in recent 
months    03,5% 
I have not been intimidated but I have suffered 
these situations once or twice                05,8% 
I have not felt intimidated but I have suffered these 
situations more than three times 02,9% 
I am a teacher and I have never faced a case of 
harassment with my students.  03,5% 
I am a teacher and have faced cases of bullying 
among my students once or twice  04,7% 
I am a teacher and I have faced more than twice 
cases of bullying among my students. 01,1% 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 



2. Through one or more of the following 
situations have you felt intimidated in the 
center or have you seen your students 
involved in any of them? (You can mark more 
than one answer) 
 

    You can not call harassment because the 
actions have been "game mode"  
53,5% 

 Having been bothered with offending motes  
34,3% 

 Having been excluded from groups of 
friends or completely ignored.   
17,4% 

 Having been beaten, pushed or locked in a 
closed place 
02,9% 

 Other students have spread false rumors to 
try to make other students exclude me. 
12,8% 

 Having been robbed of money or my / his 

belongings or the school supplies were damaged 
04,7% 

 Being threatened or forced to do things you 
didn't want 
1,7% 

 Being intimidated by comments or hand 
gestures that had sexual significance 
2,3% 

 Be intimidated by comments about my / 
your origins or beliefs.  
0,6% 
  

 

 
3. What class is the student / students who 
bullied-bullied? (Check one option) 
 
They are not students of this school. 06,4%  
Intimidated by classmates.  29,1%   
Intimidated by classmates from another class but of 
the same level.   9,3%  
Intimidated by older colleagues. 6,4% 
Intimidated by younger peers.  2,3% 
I don't know of any case and I can't answer  46,5% 
 

 
 
 
4. How many students do you think have 
been harassed by classmates in recent 
months? (Check one option) 
 
I think nobody has been harassed by classmates 
55,8% 
I think a classmate / student has been harassed in 
recent months   27,3%   
I think two or three classmates / students have been 
harassed in recent months 12,3%  
I think four or more classmates / students have been 
harassed in recent months 4,7% 
 



5. In the event that you or a classmate or 
student has suffered harassment, how many 
students have you been? 
 
I've never felt bullying and I don't think anyone has 
been    54,1% 
Especially for a student  09,9% 
For a group of two or three students 23,8% 
For a group of four to nine students 10,5% 
For a group of more than nine students 01,7% 
 

 
 

6. In the event that you, a classmate or 
student has suffered intimidation, where did 
it occur? (You can check more than one box) 
 
50,6% I've never been bullied and I don't think 
anyone has been 
 
20,3% In the yard, at recess time 
 
22,1% In the hallways / stairs between class and 
class or breaks 
 
18% In the classroom when the teacher is inside 
 
08,7% In the classroom when the teacher is not 
7% In the toilets 
 
01,2% In the canteen 
 
00.6% On the way from home to downtown 

 
 
7. Have you ever told someone that you 
have been bullied in recent months? (Check 
one option) 
 
I have not been a student harassed by classmates 
at school in recent months  73,3% 
I was a harassed student but I didn't tell anyone 
06,4% 
I was harassed student and communicated. 
09,3% 
I am a teacher and I don't know about students 
harassed in the center.  06,4% 
I am a teacher and I know about harassed students    04,7% 

 
 

8. If you have been harassed and communicated 
to it, which person in the list did you 
communicate first?  
I have not been harassed by classmates at school in recent 
months   67,4% 
A teacher or tutor   05,8% 
Another adult from my center (head of studies, director, 
counselor, etc.)   02,3% 
A relative (parents, siblings, etc ...) 4,7% 
A friend    8,7% 
I am a teacher and the student himself told me   02,3% 
I am a teacher and I learned through a relative of the 
harassed student   02,9% 
I am a teacher and I learned through another adult from my 
center (head of studies, counselor, etc ...)    05,8% 



9. How often do teachers, heads of studies or 
any other adult at the center try to stop such 
situations? (Check one option) 
 
Almost never / rarely  29,1%  
 
Often    20,9% 
 
Almost always   22,7% 
 
Forever    27,3% 

 
 

10. How often do other students at school try 
to stop such situations when a student is 
bullied? (Check one option) 
 
Almost never / rarely  61,6%   
 
Often    22,7% 
 
Almost always   10,5% 
 
Forever    05,2% 

 
 
11. How often have you been involved in any 
way in a case of bullying among colleagues in 
the center in recent months? (Check one 
option) 

 
Almost never / rarely  90,1%   
 
Often    07,6% 
 
Almost always   01,2% 
 
Forever    01,2% 

 
 
12. Have you made one or more of the 
following bullying patterns to other students in 
the school in recent months? If you are a 
teacher, answer if you have seen any of these 
patterns in the center (you can mark more than 
one). 
80,2% I have not been a bully in my school 
15,1% I put and repeatedly said humiliating names and 
motes to other students 
8,1% I excluded it from my group of friends or 
completely ignored it 
1,7% I hit him, kicked him, pushed him or locked him in 
one place. 
2,9% I told lies constantly about him or spread 
unfounded rumors, and made an effort to make other 
students dislike it. 
1,7% I took his money or his belongings or damaged 
his things in countless occasions 
1,7% I threatened him or often forced him to do things 
he didn't want 
1,7% I intimidated colleagues insulting names that had 
sexual significance or hand gestures. 



13. Has your teacher or other adult had any 
intervention with you in recent months 
because you bullied other students at the 
center? (Check one option) * 

I have not been a stalker in the center in recent 
months nor do I know of any cases in the school.  
62% 
No, I have not had any intervention on this issue. 
22,2% 
Yes, I have had one or two interventions for this issue. 
07,6% 
Yes, I have had more than two interventions for this 
topic. 
0,6% 
I am a teacher and I have participated in one 
intervention  
5,3% 
I am a teacher and I have participated in two 
interventions  
0% 
I am a teacher and I have participated in two more 
interventions  
2,3% 

 
 
       

 
14. I believe that students who bully and harass 
would abandon these attitudes if they were 
interested and / or participated in the following 
areas. (you can dial more than one) * 

 
49,1% Music Workshop 
27,5% Drawing and image workshop 
26,3% Writing and poetry workshop 
26,9% Computer and digital media workshop 
57,5% Sport workshop 
21,6% Cooking workshop 
23,4% Dance studio 

 
 
 
15. If you choose the Music option from the 
above options, check which of the following 
options can offer a solution to combat bullying 
(you can choose more than one option) * 
59% Listen to music 
41,9% Play an instrument 
28,2% Sing songs 
28,2% Be part of an instrumental ensemble or choir 
30,8% Dance 
31,6% Create lyrics or songs 

 
 

 
16. If you have any other suggestions, please write here ... 

 
it would be nice to form a Batucada group 
 
 


